FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3
All main sessions will be held in GEB 233
5:30-6:00pm – Welcome & Introductions
6:00-6:30pm – Dinner (provided)
6:30-7:30pm – Safety
7:45-9:45pm – FSGP/ASC 2018 Regulations

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4
8:00-9:30am
Vehicle Dynamics, Suspension, Brakes, & Steering
Dick Roberto/Brian Call
CC 234

Batteries & Electrical
Steve McMullen
GEB 233

Public Outreach & Social Media
Evan Stumpges/
Alec Carpenter
CC 212

9:45-10:45am – NETWORKING BREAKOUT A
Advisors
Room # GEB 213
Team Leaders/Officers
Room # GEB 233
Mechanical Team
Room # CC 212
Electrical Team
Room # CC 234
Bus/Ops Team
Room # GEB 217

11:00am-12:30pm
Composites
Wade Johanns
CC 234

Battery Protection Systems
Dan Bohachick
GEB 233

Modeling & Simulation using MATLAB & Simulink
Javier Gazzarri, MathWorks
CC 212

2:00-3:30pm
Chassis, Structure, & Roll Cage
Dick Roberto
CC 234

Entrepreneurship
Alain Chuzel/Linda Bozarth,
SunCat Solar
GEB 233

Rayce Logistics
Gail Lueck
CC 212

3:45-5:15pm
Software Development
Alec Carpenter
CC 234

Solar Array
Alain Chuzel/Linda Bozarth,
SunCat Solar
GEB 233

Financial Planning & Fundraising
Wade Johanns
CC 212

5:30-6:30pm – On-the-Road Protocol & Tips

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 5
8:00-8:30am – OPEN Q&A
Mechanical Q&A | Room # CC 234
Electrical Q&A | Room # GEB 233
Bus/Ops Q&A | Room # CC 212

8:45-10:15am – NETWORKING BREAKOUT B
International Logistics
“Cruiser” Class Discussion
Team Mentoring/First Year on Team/Graduating Soon
CC 212
CC 234
GEB 233

10:30-11:30am – Project Management/Team Organization
11:30am-Noon – Wrap-up & Event Announcements